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Geometry of p-jets, I

Alexandru Buium

Introduction. In aseries of papers [BI-B4] the author developed a differential alge
braie method whieh was used , aI110ng others, to prove diophantine results over funetion
fields. In this paper we start developing an analogue of that methocl whieh is designed
to work over nunlber fields. The Il1ain point in our differential algebraie Il1ethod was the
geometrie study of "jet spaces" along a fixed derivation of the ground field. Of course,
there is no non zero derivation on a ntlIl1ber field, so we cannot speak in the arithmetic
context about usual jets. Instead of derivations we will use certain natural non additive
maps on rings of integers , which we call p-derivations. The resulting "jet spaces" will be
called p-jet spaces. The present paper is devoted mainly to applications of this technique
to curves of genus 9 .2:: 2 (anel 9 = 0.) In a subsequent paper [B5] we shall investigate
curves of genus 9 = 1, and 1110re generally abelian varieties.

The present paper has two sections. In the first section we give a quick exposition of
the theory in its simplest form: we shall only look at the geolnetry of "first order p-jets" ,
anel even this will be done in a special case. This ease will be however enough to prove
the following "quantitative version of thc Manin-Mtunford conjecture":

Theorem A. Let X --+ J be the Abel nlap defined over a IHlnlber fjeld !( of a slJ100th
curve of genus 9 .2:: 2 into its Jacobian. Let ~ be a prime of [( with p = ehcL7' f? > 2g.
Assunle that [(/Q is unranlified at P alld XI J( had good reductiol1 at p. Let J(a be the
algebraic closure of K. Then

A few remarks are in order. The finiteness of HX(J{a) nJ(J{a )tor.s) was conjeetured by
Manin and Munlford anel first proved by Raynaud [Ray1]. In [Col] Colenlan considered
the special case when J has c0I11plex nlultiplication and, assuming in addition that X I J(

has ordinary reduction at p, he proved that HX(J(Il) n J(Ka)tor.s) :::; p . g. (By the way,
as shown by an exanlple in [CoI] the bound p ·9 fails in general, in the ·non cOIl1plex
multiplication case.) Colelnan's proof was based on his deep theory of lJ-adic Abelian
integrals [CoI] anel heavily relies on both the complex multiplication assuI11ption anel the
ordinarity assunlption (cf. the discussion in [Coi], p. 157).
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Our strategy of proving Theorem A is the following. First we prove a "non ranlified
version" of Theorenl A: more precisely we prove that Theorem A holds with [(a replaced
by the maximal extension [(P of [( contained in [(a which is unramified above r'. Actually
such a result will be proved to hold without tbe hypothesis p > 29; cf. Theoreln (1.11).
The proof of this will be entirely elementary and self containedj here is where we shall use
our first order p-jets by imitating our approach to the function field case [B4] [BV]. Note
also that, although we sball be working with reduction p'J., our argulnents will be quite
different from (and simpler than) Raynaud 's [Ray1] [Ray2]. In particulal' our argulnents
may be used to give an easy proof (which is in addition effective) of. his "infinitesilnal"
results there.

Now Theorenl A trivially follows from its "non ramified version" plus a result of
Colenlan's [C02], p.615, which says that for p > 29 we have x([(a) n J(I(a)tors C J(I(P).
(Note that this latter result of Colenlan's depends again on his theory of l'-aelic Abelian
integrals. )

The second section of the paper is devoted to developing a theory of "higher Tl-jets".
Dur main application here is a p-adic analogue of our "o-polynomial affine enlbedding
theorem for projective curves" in [B2]. In what follows we explain our main concepts anel
results.

Let R denote (throughout tbe paper) an ahsolutely unramified cOlnplete discrete val
uation ring whith algebraically closed resiclue field k of characteristic p. Recall frODl [5]
p.39 that R has a unique lifting 4> : R -+ R of the Frobenius of k. Define the Inap
o:R -+ R hy the fonnula ox = (4)(x) - xP)lp. Morally 0 will play, in our approach, the
role of a derivation. As for usual clerivations, for any x E R we write Xl, x", '''l x(n) in
place of ox, (PX, ... ,onx.

Now let XI R be a scheme of finite type. An R-valued function <p : X(R) -+ R
will be called a o-formal function on X(R) if any point in X(R) has an affine open
neighbourhood U C X where <p can be written a.s

<p(P) = CP(l.l(P), 'll(P)', 'll(P)", "., l.l(p)(n), ... ), P E U(R)

where U = (UI, ... ,UN) is an N-uple of regular functions on U (so u(P) ERN) and «I> is
an element in the p-adic completion of the ring of polynonlials with coefficients in R in
infinitely nlany indeterminates. (These are the analogues of o-polynomial functions in
[BI-B4].) Then we shall prove

Theorem B. Let XI R be a s11100th projective curve of genus 9 2:: 2. Then tllere exists
finitely nlany o-fonnal fUl1ctions <pI, "., <pN on X (R) such that the map <p := (<pt, ... , <PN) :
X(R) -+ AN(R) = RN is injective and any other o-formal function 7jJ on X(R) call be
written as 7jJ = 00 <p (or a suitable o-{ornlal function 0 : AN (R) = RN -+ R. In contrnst,
if XI R is a projective space then any o-formal function 7jJ : X(R) -+ R is constant.

Actually we shall be ahle to take the 'Pi'S above of "order oue" (i.e. locally given by
CP(u(P), u(PY).
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The second section of the paper will also contain a discussion of the relation between
p-jets and the "Greenberg transform" . Recall that to any scheine of finite type X I fl
one can associate a (proalgebraic) k-scheme X calleel the Greenberg transfornl such that
X(R) ::: X(k) functorially in X (this is a construction going back to Lang's thesis [LI],
[L2] anel to Greenberg's paper [GrD. We will prove that for XI R smooth, the reduction
modnlo p of our "infinite p-jet space" of X coincides with the Greenberg transfoflll Xj

cf. Theorem (2.10). This may be used to shed a new light on Greenberg transfornlS of
curves. It will follow for instance that if X/ R is a smooth projective curve of genus at
least 2 then its Greenberg transform X is an affine scheme, and if OOO(X) elenotes the
ring of 8-formal functions on X(R) then O(X) ~ OOO(X) C9 k. In contrast, if X is a
projective space over R then its Greenberg transform X has only constant global regular
functions; i.e. O(X) = k.

Acknowledgement. The present paper was written while the author was a 111elllber
of the Institute for Advanced Study in 1993/94 (with support froln the NSF Fonndation,
grant DMS 9304580) and while he was visiting the Max Planck Institute of MatheIl1atics
in Bonn in 1994/95. The author is grateful to E.Bombieri, R.Colen1an and P. Deligne
for their suggestions and comments as weIl as to F.Pop and F.Voloch for 111any usernl
"p-adic" discussions. The author wOlild also like to thank the referee for his ren1arks on
an earlier version of the paper.

1. First order p-jets and torsion points.

(1.1) Let f : A -+ B be a ring homolnorphism. Let W2(B) be the ring of Witt vectors
of length 2 with coordinates in B [8]. By a p-deriuation (of f) we understand a lnap of
sets 8 : A -+ B such that the induced map

(f,8) : A -+ B x B = W2 (B), x r-+ (f(x), J(x))

is a ring homomorphism. Using the explicit ring structure of W2 (B), this condition 111eans
that für x, y E A we have:

8(x + y) = 8x + oy + ~p(f(x), f(y))

8(xy) = f(x)PJy + f(y)PJx + pJx8y

where <I>p(X, Y) is the polynoIl1iai with integer coefficients (XP + YP - (X + Y)P)/]J; so
we see in particular that 8 is non additive.

(1.2) Remark. Ir in the above defini tion we replace W2 (B) by the ring of dual nUll1bers
D2(B) = B EfJ Bf, f2 = 0 then we get the usual notion of de.rivation, which justifies our
terminology.

The "main hope" beyond the present paper is that much of the theory done in [B 1
B4] (as weIl as luuch of the "differential algebra" in [K], [RD can be developped with
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p-derivations in place of usual derivationsj the applications one expects are p-adic ana
logues of the results in those papers. Dur main results stated in the Introduction are
sampies of such analogues.

(1.3) Assume now R, k, 1>, J are as in the Introduction. Then J : R --t R is trivially
seen to be a p-derivation of the identity.

Note that Jp = 1 - pp-I is invertible in Rj more generally we have:

(pn, Jpn, ... , Jipn)R = pn-i R, 0 ~ i ~ n

So if we assurne that B =j:. 0 is an R-algebra with a p-derivation extending the derivation
on R, then the map R --7 8 is injective (indeed p is not nilpotent in B, as shown by taking
i = n in the equality above).

(1.4) Now we pass to the construction of first order p-jet spaces. Let R, k, cjJ, J be
as above and assulne we are gi yen a finitely generated R-algebra f : R --+ B. We
shall construct a finitely generated B-algebra /1 : 8 --7 8 1 and a p-derivation (still
denoted by) J : B --+ 8 1 of /1 having the following universality property: for any ring
honlomorphisffi 9 : B --7 C aDd any p-derivation a: B --+ C such that a0 f = 9 0 J :
R --+ C, there exists a unique ring homomorphism 'U : BI --t C such that 9 = 'U 0 /1 and
a = 1l 0 J. This BI will be called the first order p-jet algebra of B. The construction
goes as follows. Write B = R[T]/ I where T = (Ti) is a family of indetenninates and J
is an ideal. Introduce a new falnily of indeterminates T', indexed by the sanle set as T,
aud prolong cjJ : R --t R to a ring hOffiOlnorphism (also denoted by) 4> : R[T] -t R[T, T'}
by requiring that

1>(Ti ) = Tt +pT/

Then define the Illap (sti 11 delloted by)

J : R[T] --t R[T, T']

by the fonnula
JF = (<t>(F) - FP)/p, F E R[T]

This map is a p-derivation of the inclusion, prolonging our original J : R --7 R. Finally
set BI = R[T, T']/(I, I') where I' is the image of I under J. The nlap J : R[T] --+ RfT, T']
induces a p-derivation J : B -t BI. It is trivial to check that this construction satisfies
the universality property mentioned above.

Note that the above construction does not behave well uncler localisation: if f E B
then the naturallnap (B1)J -+ (BJ)1 need not be an isoIllorphisIll (take the case when
8 = R[T] is a polynomial ring and f = T). However it is an easy exercise to check thai;
if p is nilpotent in B then the map (BI) J -t (BJ)l is an iSOInorphism.

Consequently, if X/R is a scheme of finite type on which ]J is nilpotent we 111ay cle
fine the first order p-jet space of X as the scheme Xl obtained by gIuing the scheInes
Spec (O( U)I) for various affine open sets U C X. The construction X t-+ Xl is functorial
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(Xl represents the functor which associates to each scheme Z the set of all pairs (1L, 8) con
sisting of a morphism of schemes u : Z --+ X and a p-derivation fJ : 0 X --+ u .. Oz; by the
latter we understand a map of sheaves of sets inducing on each open set a p-derivation).
Moreover if CIR is a group scheme then Cl / R is naturally a group schenle.

Finally, if XI R is a scheme of finite type on which p is not necessarily nilpotent, we set
Rl = Rlp2 Rand Xl := X (6)R R l and we may consider the first order p-jet space of Xl
which we denote by XJ (in symbols XJ := (Xd l

). Note that p vanishes on XJ (because
O(p2) has valuation 1 in R). Hence we have a map XJ -+ Xo where we set X o = X (6) k.
We have in this situation a "lifting map"

"Vb: X(R) -+ XJ(k)

defined as follows: for any point P : Spec R --+ X the p-derivation fJ on R inc!tlces a
p-derivation from the ring of regular functions in a neighbourhood of P in Xl to k, hence
by the universality property, we are provided with a k-point of XJ.

In what follows, for any k-scheme Y we denote by Fy : Y -+ Y the absolute Frobenius
endomorphism and by FT(Y/k) the "Frobenius tangent scheme" S'pec S(Fyo'Yjk) --+ Y
(Frobenius tangent bundle, if Y is smooth).

Proposition (1.5). Let XI R be a scheme of finite type, whidl is SI1100th along X o.
Then XJ -+ X o is a (Zariski locally trivial) principal homogenaus space for the Frobenius
tangent bundle FT(Xolk) --+ Xo. If in addition XI R is a group schenle then K e1'(XJ -+
X o) is a vector group.

Froo/. The fact that XJ is a principal homogenous space for the Frobenius tangent
bundle (in the lllere sense of fUIlctors to the category of sets) follows easily using the
description of the functor that XJ represents (1.4) plus the following trivial observation.
Let f : A --+ B be a ring homolllorphism where B has characteristic p. Then the set of
p-derivations of f is either empty or a principal homogenous space for the group of all
(usual) derivations of Jo FB (FB =Frobenius of B). Ta check that XJ -+ Xo has local
sections in the Zariski topology, we may assume X is affine. Then it is sufficient to prove
Lenlma (1.6) below. The assertion about the case when X is a group scheme lnay be
checked via an argument similar to the one in [BI], pp1397-I398.

Lemma (1.6). AssUlne we are given a finitely generated algebra f : R --+ B and its
first order ])-jet algebra /1 : B -+ BI. Assulne B is smooth over R at any priIne of B
con taining p. Then for any in teger m ~ 1 the natural projectioll 7T : B -+ BIpm B factars
through /1 : B --+ BI.
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Proof. Consider the cOInmutative diagram

R 4
(/,8) .J.
W2 (B) 4

W2(1r) .J.
W2(BlpmB) 4

B

1I

B
.!.tr
BlpmB

Since the kerneI of W2(BlpmB) 4 Blpm B is nilpotent it follows, by SIlloothness of f
in a neighbourhood of Spec BlpB in Spec B, that there exists a ring homomorphism
(j : B -+ W2(Blpm B) such that (j 0 f = W2(1T) 0 (!, 8) and PI 0 (j = 1T. SO P2 0 (j is a
p-derivation of 1r prolonging 8. By the universality property (1.4), there exists a ring
homomorphism u : BI -+ B/pm B such that U 0 /1 = tr (and u 0 8 = P2 0 a). This closes
the proof of the Lemma and hence of Proposition (1.5).

In what follows it is convenient to use the following definition. A scheme XI R will be
called injinitesirnally trivial if the absolute Frobenius Fxo of Xo lifts to an endoll1orphisll1
of the scheme XI cOll1patibly with the unique lifting of the Frobenius of k to R I . (Of course
this nation depends only on X I') It will be called infinitesimally non tr'ivial otherwise.
Similar definitions cau be given for group schemes, by requiring that the lifting of the
Frobenius be con1patible with multiplication, inverse and unit, in the obvious sense.

Proposition (1.7). Assurne we are in tbe situation of (1.5). Then tbe 111ap XJ -+
Xo bas a section (equivalently XJ is Xo-isomorphic to the "Frobenius tangent bundle"
FT(Xo/ k)) if and only if X / R is infinitesiIl1ally trivial. And tlle sall1e statell1ent holds in
the category oE group schemes.

Proof. By the universlity property (lA) there is a section of Xci -+ X o if anel only jf

there is a p-derivation of OX 1 -+ OXo prolonging the p-derivation on R. Giving such
a p-derivation a is equivalent to giving a lifting 4> : XI ~ Xl of the Frobenius of X o
compatible wi th the unique lifting of the Frobenius on R I (via. the fonnula 4>( x) = xP+pax,
weH defined due to flatness) which closes the proof.

We will need the following important ren1ark of Raynaud which is an easy consequence
of basic properties of the Cartier operator:

Proposition (1.8). (Raynaud {Ray2}, 1.5.4) Let XI R be a Sl1100th projective Clll"Ve of
genus at lea..c;t 2. Then XI R is infinitesilnally non trivial.

For the next Proposition we need the following easy consequence of known properties
of vector bundles on curves.
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Lemma (1.9). C01lsider all exact sequence of vector bundles Oll a S1Jlooth projective
curve Xo of genus 9 '2: 2 over k:

o--+ OXo --+ E --+ L --+ 0

wbere L is a line bundle of degree > (29 - 2)/p. If the extension is 11011 split tlJen E is
ample.

Proof. By [MD), Corollaire 3, p. 45 if E is not ample then the puH back by a suitable
power of Frobenius of the sequence splits. But due to the condition on the degree of L
the lnaps induced by Frobenius

are injective by the criterion [Tl, Theorem 15, p. 73 (and definition 11, p.79). So if our
sequence is non split, its puH back uilder apower of Frobenius cannot split, a contradiction.
The Lemma is proved.

Proposition (1.10). Let XI R be a Sll100th projective curve of genus at least 2. Then
the schenle XJ is affine.

Proof. RecaH by (1.5) that XJ --+ X o is a Zariski locally trivial principal homogenous
space for the Frobenius tangent bundle FT(Xo/k) = Spec(S(F*wxo ))' So it is defined by
some dass

1] E H1(Xo, F*wx~)

This class is non zero by (1.7) and (1.8). Hut on the other hand the principal hOInogenous
space corresponding to 1] has the following description. One considers the extension

o --+ 0 X o --+ E --+ F*wxo --+ 0

corresponding to the ilnage of 1] under the natural isomorphism

oue cousiders the projective bundle P(E) --+ Xo and one consider the divisor D =
P(F*wxo ) c P(E). Then the principal hOlllogenous space corresponding to 7] identi
fies with the complelnent P(E)\D. Since the extension above is non split, we get by
Lemma (1.9) that E is anlple, i.e. that Op(E)(1) is ample. But D belongs to the linear
systeln of Op(E)(l) hence D is anlple, heuce X~ is affine anel we are done.

Now, as explainecl in the Introduction, in order to prove Theoreln A it is enough to
prove the following "non ramified version" of it:
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Theorem (1.11). Let XI R be a s1l10oth projective curve of genus 9 ~ 2 possessing iUl

R-rational point and elnbedded via this point into its Jacobian J IR. If]J.2: 3 thel1

~(X(R) n J(R)torlJ) ::s; p49 .39 . (P(29 - 2) + 69] . g!

If p = 2 then the salne estimate bolds with p49 replaced by 649 •

Proof. The argument will be parallel to the one in [BV] or {B4] where we treated the
function field case.

Set f := J(R)torlJ and consider the map

\7~ : J(R) --+ Jci{k)

The restriction of \7~ to f is injective if p ~ 3 and has kernel of order::; 49 if p = 2;
indeed the kernel of the reduction map J(R) --+ Jo(k) is torsion free for p 2: 3 and contains
only points of order 2 if p = 2 (see [Sill l Chapter IV, Theorem (6.1) which extends with
identical proof to abelian varieties of arbitrary dimension).

Note that by (1.5) JJ is an extension of Jo by a vector group so B := pJci coincides with
the Inaxilual abelian subvariety of JJ and the projection B --+ Jo is an isogeny through
which the multiplication by p on Jo factors; so the degree of B --+ Jo is at lUOst p29 •

Claim.. The image of \7A(f) under the homom01-phism JJ(k) --+ lJ(k)1 B(k) has car
llinality (Lt most p29 .

Indeed we will show that ~ (rIpr) ::; p29. Wri te f = r p ffi r p' where r'p is the p- prinlary
torsion of rand f p' is the prilue to p torsion subgroup of f. Since prp' = rp' we only
have to check that Hfplpfp) ::; p7.9 • Let f[pn] be tbe subgroup of f consisting of a11
elements annihilated by ])n. Ir L is the algebraic c10sure of the quotient field of R then
r[pn] C J(L)[pn] ~ (ZlpnZ)2Y hence the inverse image of f[pn] in Z2

9 is a free abelian
group of rank::; 2g hence r[pn]/r[pn] n pfp is an F p-linear space of diluensioll at lllost
2g which implies that tbe same holds for f /pr = Un(f[pn]/f[pn] n pfp) anel the Clainl is
proved.

By tbe Clainl above we bave

p29

\7~(X(R) n f) c X~(k) n [U (B(k) +bi )]
i=l

for some bll ... , bp29 E JJ (k). which inlplies in particular that

p2 g

~ (X (R) n f) ::; C . E ~[(B (k) +bi ) n XJ(k)]
i=l
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where C = 1 if ]J ~ 3 anel C = 49 if ]J = 2. On the other hand each Bi := B + bi
is complete while Xci is affine by (1.10). Since botb are closeel subvarieties in Jci their
intersection is both complete anel affine so it is finite, i.e. the set Bi ( k) n Xci (k) is finite.
Now we want to estimate the cardina,lity of this set. By (1.5) XJ and JJ are Zariski
locally trivial principally bomogenous spaces for the Frobenius tangent bundles of X o and
Ja respectively. Let T/x E Bi (Xo, F·wxo ) and TJJ E H1(Ja, F·01

0
/k) be the corresponeling

cobomology classes defining these homogenous spaces anel let

o-t OJo -t Ec -t F-010/k -t 0

be tbe extension corresponding to 1]x, 1]J respectively. Consider tbe divisors Dx =
P(F·wxo ) C P(Ex ) and D J = p(p·n}o/k) C P(EJ ). Since !1}o/k ~ 0)0 we have
DJ ~ Jo X pg-l. Note that these divisors belong to tbe linear systems associated to
Op(Ex)(l) and Op(EJ)(l) respectively anel that we have identifications XJ ~ P(Ex )\Dx
and JJ ~ P(EJ)\DJ . Let 0' : Xo -t Jo be the inclusion. An arguruent sinlilar to the cor
responding one in [B2] section 1 shows that there is a natural restrietion hOlllOlTIOrphisIll
a- EJ -t Ex prolonging the natural hOlllOlllorphism O'·O}o/k -t WXo ' The homorllorphisnl
0'- EJ -t Ex is clearly surjective so it induces a closed embedding P( Ex) c P(EJ ) pro
longing the elnbedding Xci C Jci. By abuse we shall still denote by 1rx, 1rJ the pl'ojections
P(Ex ) -t Xo, P(EJ ) -t Jo.

H is standard to prove that the line bundle 1-l := 1rjOJo(38) (9 Op(EJ)(l) is very a111ple
on P( EJ ). Here 8 is the theta divisor on the Jacobian Jo. (Cf. [BV] for the argurnent. )

Next step is to compute the degree deg1{P(Ex ) of P(Ex ) as a subvariety of P(EJ )

with respect to the embedeling defined by 'H. Note that

We 111ay compute the selfintersection

hence we get

Finally we have

where 1ri : Bi C JJ -t Ja, 1r : B C JJ -t Jo are the projections which, as we have shown,
have degree at most p2g and T- bi : Bi -t B is the translation by -bi. So we get, using
(89 ) = g!, that
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Now Bezout's theorenl in Fulton's fOl'ln [Fu] p.148, says that the nunlber of irredueible
eonlponents in the interseetion of two projeetive varieties of degrees dl , <l2 eannot exeeed
dl d2 • In partieular

whieh closes the proof of our Theorem (1.11), hence of Theorem A.

2. Higher p-jets, Greenberg transform, and ö-formal functions.

(2.1) The construction in (1.4) may be iterated, and this leads to "higher order p-jet
spaces". Assurne R, J, fjJ and I : R ~ Bare as in (1.4). We write B-1

, BO in place
of R, B respectively and we write r in place of f. One constructs a sequence of ring
homomorphisms fn : Bn-l ~ Bn (n 2:: 1) and a sequence of p-derivations J : Bn-l -7 Bn
of In having the following universality property: for any ring llOmOlTIOrphislll 9 ; Bn-l --+
C and any p-elerivation a : Bn-l -1 C such that a0 fn-l = 9 0 Ö : Bn-2 -7 C, there
exists a unique ring hOlnolnorphism u : Bn -1 C such that 9 = u 0 fn anel a = 1l 0 O.
This Bn will be called the ]1- jet algebra of order n of B. The const.ruct.ion is siIl1ilar t.o
the one in (1.4). Ir B = R[T]I I we introduce fanlilies of indetenninates T', T", ... , T(n), ...
and we prolong cjJ : R --1 R to ring h01l10nlOrphisms: fjJ : R[T, ... , T(n-l)] -7 R[T, ... ,T(n)]
by requiring that

We get as in (1.4) p-derivations

J : R[T, ... ,T(n-1)] -1 R[T, ... ,T(n)]

of the inclusions and we set

B n = R[T, T', ... ,T(n)]/(I, I', ... , [(n»)

B oo = R[T, T', ... ,T(n), ... ]/(1, [', ... , l(n), ... )

Here, as in the case of usual derivations, the upper ' and (n) stand for "image under J and
Jn" respectively. As in (1.4) this construction does not commute with localisation. So if
XI R is a scheme of finite type and Ui are affine open sets covering X then the sehemes
Spec O(Udn will not glue together. But it is easy to see that their p-adic cOlTIpletion
(i.e. the completions along the closed subset defined by p) do glue together to give Cl.

fonnal scheme xn which we may call the p-jet space of)( of orde1' n. Silnilarly gluing
the p-adic cOlnpletioIlS of Spec CJ(Uj)oo we get a formal scheIne Xoo, the infinite p-jcl
space of X. (In the special case when l' is nilpotent on X the ~\;n 's are actually scheInes,
rather than merely fOl'lnal schenles, and our Xl here coincides with the Xl defined in
(1.4). ~Ioreover the sheaJ of rings Vxn is generated in this case by Oxn-I and oOXn-1.)
COlning back to the general case, when p is not necessarly nilpotent on X, note that our
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construction is again functorial: X" represents a functor analogue to the one in (1.4), but
tbis time in tbe frame of fOfIl1al schenles. Moreover we have a projective systeIll of fonnal
scheInes

... ~ X n ~ X"-I ~ ... ~ X O

where X O = X is the p-adic completion of X and xco is the p-adic cOInpletion of the
inverse limit of the xn's. Reducing the above system modulo p we get a projective systenl
of k-schemes:

X n xn-I X O
... ~ o~ 0 ~ ... ~ °

Note that xg = Xo = X 0 kj note also that all transition maps in the latter systenl are
affine. The projective limit Xo of the latter system coincides of course with the rec!tlction
modulo p of XCO.

Note also the following compatibility of the construction above with the construction
done in (1.4). Set Rm := Rlpm+I R, Xm := X c:9 Rm and X~ := (X") 0 Rmi then the
equality in (1.3) immediately ilnplies that we have the identification X7~ ~ (Xm+n)n.

A similar (obvious) discussion holds if we start with a group schenle Ci/ R instead of
a scheme X / R.

Here is a basic smoothness property of p-jets:

Proposition (2.2). Assullle XI R is smooth along Xo. Then the ll10rphisll1S xn ~ X"-l
are smooth (by which we lllean that they are locally obtained as p-adic cOlnpletions of
SIllootll I110rphislTJs of schenles).

Proof. This is an easy exercise using Grothendieck's Jacobian criterion of slTIoothness,
plus the explicit construction of p-jets given in (2.1). We leave this to the reader.

(2.3) Remark. A Illore precise statement can actually be proved, saying that x n
,

xn-I is locally a product with the p-adic completion of an affine space [B5]; we won 't
need this here.

Proposition (2.4). Assunle X/R is Slllo0th along Xo. Then for n 2:: 1, xg ~ xg- 1 is
a (Zariski locally trivial) principal homogenous space (or the "relative Frobellius tangent
bundle"

FT(X;-l IX;-Z) := Spec S(F*o'x n - 1/x n - 2 ) ~ xg- 1

o 0

Ir in addition X/R is a group schenle then [(er(Xg , X;;-l) are vector grollpS.

Proof. Similar to the proof of (1.5) and (1.6). Note that in order to apply the argtunents
in (1.6) one needs a certain smoothness property; this js provided by Proposition (2.2).

(2.5) In what follows we prepare ourselves to prove that, at least in the smooth case,
Xt: coincides with the "Greenberg transform" . In order to do this note that by the
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universality property of p-jets there is, for any scheme of finite type XI R, a natural
lifting map

\1 : X(R) -t XOO(R)

In case X is the affine line Xoo is the infinite affine space and \1 is simply the map

\1 : R -t RN, aM \1a = (a, oa, 8:la, 83a, ... )

Composing with the "reduction modulo p map" we get for any X a map

\10 : X(R) -t X~(k)

In particular if X is the affine line we get the map

\10 : R -t kN, a M \1oa = (rra, rroa, rro2a, tro3a, ... )

where rr : A -t k is the canonical projection. On the other hand recall frolll [S] p.35 that
R has a unique multiplicative systenl of representatives 1/J : k -t R (i.e. a lllultiplicative
map such that tr o7/J = I dk ) and if W(k) is the Witt ring of k then the lnap

00

() : W(k) = kN -t R, 0(0:0, GI, ... ) = L:: 7/J(O'f-i)pi
i;;;;o

is a ring isonlorphisITI. The O'i 's are called the Witt coordinates of a.

Lemnla (2.6). The C0I11posed map

is bijective and its COlllpOnents, as well R,..'l the components of its inverse, are polynolllials
with integer coefficients. More precisely, there exist universal polynonJials with integer
coefficients P2, P3, ... , Pn , ... such that

Example. P2 (ao, ad = o{;-lal

Proof.. We prove by induction on n ~ °that there exist universal polynonlials Pnk1 k ~ 0,
with integer coefficients such that for any

we have

12



(Denote by Bk the coefficient of]l in the above formula.) This will elose the prüof for \\'e
set Pn := PnO (one checks that Po = PI = 0). The case n = 0 is elear. Assullle the above
formula holds for n. We have

On the other hand we have
(ona)p = E Okpk

k~O

where
0 0 - e~

0 1 - pe~-lel
(') p" ep - I
~'k pXn+k·O +

P ( P p..- 1 )BP- 1+p nk xo, ... ,Xk,xk+I"",Xn+,!;_1 ·0 +
P pR )+R'T1k(XO, ... , Xk-I, X,!;, •.. , Xn+k_1 ,k 2:: 2

for same universal polynolllials link. Tben a tedious but straightforward cOlnputatiün
gives tbe desirecl type of fonnula for

and we are done.

Lemma (2.7). The Illap \70 : X(R) --+ Xü(k) is bijective for X any scheIne of finite
type over R.

Proof. Of course it is enough to assume X is affine. If X is an affine space then the
Corollary follows directly from Lemma (2.6). Assume now X C AN is a closed subscherne
so we may write

x = S]Jec R[T]/ I

Consider the cOlnmutative diagraITI

X~(k)

n
(AN)ü(k)

So injectivity of '\7o,x is clear. To check surjectivity, take a point P E Xf:(k). Then we
have 15 = \70( P) for some P E AN(R). Now the equations defining Xg:> in (AN)gv have
the form (8 j F)o where j 2: 0 anel F E J (here the lower 0 means reductioll fioel p). So if
we fix any F E I we have that

(0,0,0, ... ) = ((8i F)o('\7oP))i~o = (((8 j F)('\7 P))oL~o = ((8 j (F('\7 P)))oL~o = \1o(F('\7 P))
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By injectivity of V7 0 we get F(V7 P) = 0 hence V7 P E X(R) anel we are done.

(2.8) To make the following discussion easier, let's Illake adefinition: by a p-transfo1'1rt
we shall understand a functor X I-t X frolll the category of R-schellles of finite type to
the category of k-schemes, together with bijections X(R) ~ X(J..-:) which are functorial
in X, such that all these data comillute (in the obvious sense) with open illllllersiol1s,
closed immersions and products. A construction due to Greenberg [Cr] (gOillg back to
Lang's thesis [LI], [L2]) provides a construction of a p-transform, called in the literature
the Greenberg transform. All we need to know about the Greenberg transfoflll is that,
when restricted to smooth R-schemes, it gives reduced k-schemes, and, when applied
to the affine line, it gives the infinite affine space, with coordinates given by the Witt
coordinates. On the other hand Lemma (2.7) shows that the functor X I-t Xü together
with the bijections V70 : X(R) ~ Xg'(k) also provide a p-transfoflll. Now we have the
following Lemma whose (trivial) proof will be Ieft to the reader:

Lem ina (2.9). Assu111e we are gi yen two p- transforms X I-t X and X r-+ X. Ass1111] e tl1 e
followÜlg conditoll (which we call (*)) is satisfied: there is an isolllorphisll] oE k-scl1ellles
u : ÄI ~ Al such that the indueed bijeetion u(k) : ÄI(k) -7 AI(k) eoincides with the
bijeetion Ä I (k) ~ Al (R) ~ Al (k) Then the two p- transfonns beeollle isomorphie after
eomposition with the funetor Z I---t Zr~d (i.e. there exist isolnolphislns 1lx : (X)red ~
(X)r~d (X any R-seheme oE finite type) behaving funetorially in X sudl that ux(k)
eoincides with tbc bijeetion X(k) ~ X(R) ~ X(k)).

Putting together the consielerations above we get:

Theorem (2.10). Let X I-t X be tlle Greenberg transfoflll. Tl1en for any sllJooth XI R
we llave isolllOrphislJ1S X ~ Xg' bellaving functorially in X.

Proof. We apply Lenlllla (2.9) to the Greenberg transform and to X f-1 Xt;. Conclition
(*) follows from Lemnla (2.6). Also, as noted befare, the Greenberg transfonn of a sl1100th
scheme XI R is recluceclj hut the salne holds for Xff by (2.4) anel we are done.

(2.11) In order to prove Theorem B in the Introduction we need Illore general cliscus
sion. Let XI R be a scheme of finite type and denote by OOO(X) the ring of 6-fornHll
functions on X (R) (cf. the Introclnctian). Then there is a natural ring homOillOrphisl11
O(XOO) -7 OOO(X), f I-t j elefined as folIows. For any P E X(R), consider its lift
ing V7(P) E XOO(R), V7(P) : Spf R ~ XOOj the latter inelnces a ring hOIlloillOrphis111
O(XOO) -7 R anel we let f(P) ERbe the image of f nnder the above ring hOnl0mOl'
phisIll.

The following Lemlna sumInarizes S0l11e basic properties of O(XOO) anel OOO(X).
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Lemma (2.12). Let xIS be smooth. Then the following hold: 1) The Il]ap O(XOO) --+
OOO(X) is an isomorphism, in particular O(XOO) is reduced, flat over R, and p-adically
complete, 2) The natural map O(XOO) 0 k -t O(X~) is injective, 3) If O(Xcf) = k tben
O(XOO) = R, 4) If Xö is affine for SOfne n then xn and Xoo are affine fornlal schenles.
Moreover the maps o(xn) 0 k --+ O(Xö) and O(XOO) 0 k -t O(Xgo) are isornorphisnls.
Finally o(xn) is topologically finitely generated and O(XOO) is topologically o-finitel,}'
generated by elements oE O(Xn ) (i.e. topologically generated by finitel,)' Inany elenlents
oE o(xn) together with their p-derivatives of arbitrary order).

Proof. Ta check 1) it is sufficient to check injectivity, for then sllljecti vity follows. So
we mayassurne X = Spec R(T]I I, T = (Tb ... ,TN ), heuce

O(XOO ) = (R[T, T', ... ]/(/, 1', ...)f = R(T, T', ...r1(1,1', ... )cl

where the upper cl denotes the closure in t.he p-aclic topology. Let. f E CJ(XOO) be
represented by 4l E R[T, T', ...r anel assuIlle j = o. Let'lL : X(R) --+ RN be the elnbedding
defined by Tl, ... ,TN . We know that 4l(u(P), u(P}', ... ) = 0 for all P E X(R). Reducing
modulo J1 we get 4loC\7o(u(P))) = 0 where <1>0 E k[T, T', ... ] is the reduction of <1>. Now
by (2.7) V'o( u( P)) runns through all of Xgo (k). Since Xgo is reduced (cf. (2.4)) we
get by Hilbert's Nullstellensatz that <I-o E (I, T', .'.)0 =irnage of (I, I', ... ) in k[T, T', ... ].
Hence <I- = \lJ0 + p<I- 1 where \lJ0 E (T, I', ... ) anel <I- 1 E R[T, T', ...r. Repeating the above
reasoning we Inay write <I- 1 = \lJl + p~~, 41 2 = '1'2 + p<I-3 , ... with \lJi E (I, I', ... ) heuce
4l = \lJ0 + p\l1 1+ p2\l12 + ... E (I, I', ... )cl, hence f = 0 and 1) is checked.

2) follows ilTIlnediately from the fact that p is a non zero divisor in O(XOO).
3) follows imnlediately from 2) and the canlpleteness of Rand O(XOO ).
4) is an easy exercise with formal schemes; one has to use the remark in (2.1) about

the generation of the structure sheaf of the schemes (Xd i , i 2:: j.

We are now in the position to prove TheorelTI (2.13) below which proves in particular
Theorem B froDI the Introduction.

Theorem (2.13). If XI R is a SIJ100tll projective curve of genus at least 2 tllen, for
n 2:: 1, xn are affine Eonnal schenles, and the same holds for Xoo. Moreover O(X")
are topologically finitely generated and O(XOO) is topologically li-finitel,}' gellerated by
eleI11ents in O(X1

). Finally O(XOO ) separates points on X(R). On the other hand if X
is a projective space over R then O(XOO) = R.

Proof. Assurne first XI R is a. smooth projective curve of genus at least 2. We know froIll
(1.10) that XJ and hence the Xö's are affine varieties. So we simply apply assertion 4)
in (2.12), plus the fact that O(Xgo) separates points on the affine schenle Xgo.

Assume now XI R is a projective space. Since through any two points of pN(R) passes
a projective Ene we may restrict ourselves to the case of the projective line X = Pk. By
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assertion 3) in Leluma (2.12) all we have to prove is that O( ..X(;) = k. Write X =
Spec R[y] U Spec R{z] with gluing defined by the isomorphisIll

R[y,y-I] -1 R[z,z-I], y....-+ Z-I

Then we have
x oo = Sp! R[y, y/, yfl, ... ]" U Sp! R[z, z', z", ... ]"

with gluing given by the unique isomorphism

R[ -1 , " ]" R[ -1 , " ]Ay,y ,y,y, ... -1 Z,Z ,Z,Z , •..

extending the above one and commuting with 8. One immediately checks by incluction
that under this isomorphism we have

y(n) f--1o _z-2p" z(n) + Fn- I + pGn

with
F R[ -1 '" (Tl-I)]"n-I E ,Z, Z , Z ,z , ... , Z ,

Indeed, deriving yz = 1 we get

G E R[ -I I "," (n)]"n Z,Z ,Z,_ , ... ,Z

which proves aUf assertion for 11 = 1. Then using this formula, the induction step follows
trivially.

Hence
x~ = Spec k[y, v', y", ...]U Spec k[z, z', z", ...]

with gluing given by
y(n) f--1o (Z-I )(n) = _Z-2p" z(n) + /0-1

where /n-I E kfz, Z-I, z', z", ... , z(n-I)]. Assume now we have an eleIl1ent in O(X~). This
elenlent is given by a polynomial

N

P( ) _ '""'" Q.( , (n-I))( (n))3 k[ '" (n)]Y - LJ J y,y, ... ,y Y E y,y,y, ... ,y
3=0

with the property that the rational [raction

N
P(Z-I) = E Qj(Z-I, (Z-I)', ... , (Z-1 )(n-l»)( (Z-l )(n»)i

i=o

belongs to kfz, z', z", ... , z(n)]. We claim this [orces P to belong to k. One proceeds by
induction on n. Indeed the coefficient of (z(n»)N in P(Z-I) is
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By induction this forces N = 0 hence by induction again, P E k.
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